
Releasing Your Dormant Creative Genius – With
Leslie Nolan

The article is about Leslie, an entrepreneur who transitioned from New York
to a smaller community in the Jersey shore, mastered efficient time
management, and deals with rapid technological progress to emerge as a
successful business leader and creativity coach.

The piece is crucial as it shares practical tips for handling challenges and
projecting the benefits of flexibility and resilience inherent in the operation
of small businesses.

The exercises will enable readers to digest Leslie's experiences, insights,
and strategies, applying them to their entrepreneurial journey for potential
growth and transformation.

Quote to remember from the Interview

"Small business owners have a great degree of flexibility, and they can
make things happen."

What You'll Learn From the Activity

The activity comprises a series of reflective and situational awareness
questions designed to help you understand and apply Leslie's strategies
and insights. It will foster a deeper understanding of the entrepreneurial
journey and the courage, flexibility, and time management vital for success.



Activity
Describe your current approach to handling projects. How effective has it
been?

Reflect on a time you embraced a major change in your life/business. How
did you feel during the transition?

If you face a technology-related challenge today, what would be your steps
to navigate it?

Should you find yourself in a smaller market to operate your business, how
would you establish your brand?



List three actionable time management strategies you can adopt from
Leslie's experience.

Enumerate the essential characteristics that Leslie demonstrated that you
believe every entrepreneur should possess.

[Multiple Choice]

According to Leslie, which trait is most important for entrepreneurs?
a) Technological know-how
b) Time management
c) Resilience
d) Flexibility

[Fill in the Blank]

Leslie asserted the importance of understanding ____________ to excel in
any service-related venture.

[True or False]

T/F: Leslie advises entrepreneurs to give up when faced with challenges.



[Sentence Completion]

Leslie's move from being a small player in NY to becoming an influencer in
Jersey shore is inspirational to me because ____________.

[Multiple Response]

Which of the following are insights from Leslie's journey?
a) Standing tall amidst challenges
b) Importance of patience
c) Necessity of understanding client needs
d) Excitement in helping people make money

Leslie's ____________ helped her transition successfully from New York to
the Jersey Shore and ___________ projects using time management skills.

How will you implement the lessons you learned from Leslie's journey in
your own life/business?

How do you think resilience might impact your adjustments to
entrepreneurial challenges?



In what ways can you demonstrate flexibility in your business?

Based on Leslie's advice, jot down three action steps that you can integrate
into your entrepreneurial expedition.

List any obstacles you might face in trying to apply these insights and
strategies, and come up with potential solutions.

Plan a 'flexibility experiment' for your business over the next week and
track your progress

Which aspect of Leslie's journey do you relate to the most?



How can you use Leslie's transition from being a crucial player in a smaller
community to impact your business decisions?

Where do you see your business in the next five years, and how can you
apply Leslie's experiences to help get there?

What new strategies, inspired by Leslie's journey, could you begin
implementing immediately?

How can you use Leslie's example to foster a more creative environment
within your business?



Where do you feel most empowered in your business, and how can you
channel that to encourage creativity among your team?

Evaluate a strategy from Leslie's journey that you've implemented in your
business. What were the results?

What adaptations, if any, did you need to make?

What are the most valuable lessons you've learned from Leslie's journey?

How has this activity affected your perception of entrepreneurship?
Progress Check



In adopting some of Leslie's strategies, have you observed any changes in
your business operations or in your team?

Based on your responses above, outline your next steps for continued
growth and learning as an entrepreneur.


